When we think of the application of the high temperature superconductors (HTS) concerning three-terminal-devices like FET "hole region", and the latter "electron region".
From the experimental data of Fig. 1 (ii) The x levels giving the resistivity drop in this region make an flray in a way which is different from the array in the "hole region". If one puts as seen in Fig. 1 the anomalous levels in the "hole region" x=xrr, and x=y' in the "electron region", and write the separation between neighboring levels A Xr, = Xn-xn+t otrd A Yn = yr,+1-y' respectively, it is found that A X'= tl4"-ll4n+t
and that A Yn -(ll4n-Ll4n+\2. The Fig. 2(a) . 
